Abstract-In this paper, path planning is used to design the time-optimal path for an underwater glider subject to realistic flow conditions, while flow canceling strategy is used to calculate glider's steering angle such that it will follow the planned path. Navigation performance, defined in terms of path tracking error 
I. INTRODUCTION
Underwater gliders are moving robotic sensing platforms [1] that are able to perform persistent surveying missions in the ocean for data collection [2] , [3] . Gliders take advantage of buoyancy and attitude to move through the water column [4] - [7] , surfacing at defined intervals to communicate with an onshore dockserver to receive mission updates and acquire updated heading angle information. Over the last two decades, gliders have been used extensively in ocean observing [8] , as well as applied to various missions, such as oil spill survey [9] , acoustic fields mapping [10] , and coordinated sampling experiments [3] . Gliders are characterized by their high reliability and endurance [4] - [6] , [11] , but at a cost of limited forward speed. Typical horizontal forward speed of a glider is 25-30 cm/s, which can be comparable to or less than flow speeds in some coastal applications. Therefore, it is important for the autonomous navigation and control scheme to consider how flow will affect the glider's trajectory, and then design the heading angle accordingly.
Autonomous optimal sampling for underwater gliders can be achieved through a combination of path planning and path tracking control. Path planning computes the optimal path for the glider to reach a predefined destination in a temporally and spatially varying flow field, while path tracking designs a series of steering angles that drive the glider to follow the planned path in the dynamic flow field. Path planning for underwater vehicle has been studied extensively over the years. Popular algorithms include graph based methods such as A* method [12] - [14] , probability based methods such as rapidly exploring random trees [15] , and methods that approximate the solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equations, such as the level set method [16] , [17] and the fast marching method [18] , [19] . However, there are still challenging issues in path planning, such as how to guarantee that the planned path is feasible, and how to guarantee that the path planning method can generate a path whenever a feasible solution exists. These issues are especially challenging in a flow field with spatial and temporal variability. As for the path tracking method, the flow canceling algorithm was introduced in [20] . It computes the steering angle to cancel flow component that is orthogonal to the heading direction, such that at each timestep, the addition of glider speed and flow velocity coincides with the predefined heading direction. [20] introduced a flow canceling controller to design waypoints that will make the glider hold station or follow a straight line path, but their work does not consider the case in which the glider cannot achieve the goal position. [21] examines path tracking error when performing flow canceling algorithm, but this result is derived under the assumption that glider speed is larger than flow speed everywhere in the domain. Therefore, strong and variable flow presents significant challenges for path planning and path tracking control to achieve minimal travel time and path tracking error, In this paper, we discuss navigation performance for a combined path planning and path tracking method that uses instantaneous and averaged flow as input flow maps. This work is novel in that it considers glider navigation performance in the case where flow speed exceeds glider speed, and provides possible navigation solutions for a sub-case of this flow condition. In this work, navigation performance is determined with respect to travel time and path tracking error. Controlled Lagrangian Particle Tracking (CLPT) error is used to describe path tracking error. Travel time and CLPT error are described for performing flow canceling algorithm with both instantaneous flow and averaged flow component, and then the travel time and CLPT error of these two cases are compared in different flow conditions. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem is formulated in Section II. The combined path planning and path tracking method is proposed in Section III. In Section IV, a simulation example of glider path planning and path tracking in real flow field is shown. Finally, Section V presents the conclusions based on the results of mathematical analysis and simulated experiment.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we will first present mathematical formulation of the problem, and then give a brief introduction on path tracking method and CLPT error.
Due to the large temporal and spatial scale in which glider is traveling, a simple kinematic model is used to represent glider dynamicsẋ
where the states x( ) = [ 1 ( ), 2 ( )] ∈ ℝ 2 represent glider horizontal position as a function of time.
2 denotes a temporally and spatially varying flow field, and u(x, ) describes glider through-water velocity.
The following assumptions are made to derive this simplified glider dynamics model: Assumption 1. The measured glider position is assumed to be the same as the true position. That is, there is no localization error.
Assumption 2. The real flow field is assumed to be the same as the predicted flow field computed from ocean models.
The goal of this paper is to first design a time-optimal path, then design a series of steering angles to drive the glider to follow the planned path, reaching the destination with shortest travel time and least difference between the actual trajectory and the planned path, given the planned time-optimal path. In this work, instead of assigning the predicted instantaneous flow map to both path planning and path tracking methods to generate the optimal path and a set of steering angles, we will assign different flow maps to path planning and path tracking controller, and then determine what is the optimal flow map assignment according to the performance metric given above. The candidate flow maps are instantaneous flow and averaged flow. Instantaneous flow is the flow map output of the ocean model, while averaged flow can be derived by averaging the instantaneous flow over an appropriate time period of averaging. In the experiments shown here, the lunar semidiurnal 2 tide is significant, so averaging is done over multiples of the 2 period (12.42 hours).
In this paper, we will consider the following two cases: 1) path planning with averaged flow, then performing the flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow.
2) path planning with averaged flow, then performing the flow canceling strategy with averaged flow.
A. Flow Canceling Strategy
Let x s and x d denote the pre-assigned starting and destination positions. A path is defined as a sequence of positions {z } ∈{1,2,..., } ∈ ℝ 2 . The goal of performing path planning is to design a feasible and optimal path that connects x s and x d , in a certain flow field F(z i , ). A feasible path is defined as follows:
for all ∈ {1, 2, ..., − 1}, then the path is feasible for the glider. The flow canceling strategy is used for designing glider steering angle to follow a series of heading direction under the influence of flow. Here the series of heading direction is given by the planned path. Let T be a unit vector of the heading direction at certain position, then it can be described as the tangent direction of the planned path
where z and z −1 are 2 consecutive points on the planned path {z i } ∈{1,2,..., } . The cross-track direction is defined as N = JT where
Clearly, the cross-track direction is orthogonal to the heading direction, (N T = 0, ∀N ∈ ℝ 2 ), and T, N form a right-handed coordinate system. The flow velocity at position x, ∀x ∈ ℝ 2 , and time can then be projected onto the alongtrack and the cross-track directions
Let the glider's steering angle be denoted as u(x, ), where ∥u(x, )∥ = is glider's forward speed, and
∥u(x, )∥ is an unit vector describing its steering angle. Similarly, u(x, ) can also be decomposed into along-track and cross-track directions:
Flow canceling strategy chooses the steering angle to maintain the heading angle by trying to cancel the cross-track flow. If the cross-track flow speed is less than the glider's forward speed, then the glider's speed will first cancel the cross-track flow, and the rest of the glider speed is assigned as the alongtrack speed towards the destination. However, if the cross-track flow speed is larger than the glider speed at certain time and position, then all of glider speed will be assigned to cancel the cross-track flow, in order to minimize its deviation in directed heading. In this case, the along-track glider speed will be zero. Therefore, considering the above two cases, the flow canceling strategy can be written as the following equations:
where the saturation function ( ) is defined as:
B. CLPT Error
CLPT error is a measure of how the inaccuracy of the flow field prediction affects vehicle trajectory [22] . In this work, we will use CLPT error to describe the difference between the planned path and glider's actual trajectory, and to quantify the trade-offs between least path tracking error and shortest travel time to the destination.
We consider a simulated virtual glider with a given initial position that is the same as the real glider, and is also navigated by flow canceling strategy to follow the planned path. We assume that the simulated glider is moving in the flow field used in path planning. This flow field is denoted as F pp :
The dynamics for the simulated glider can be described asż
where z ∈ ℝ 2 denotes horizontal position of the simulated glider. CLPT error e( ) is defined as the difference between glider position x( ) and simulated glider position z( ).
Note that if the path planning method guarantees to generate feasible path, then z will always be moving on the planned path, which means that the CLPT error dynamics is as follows:
with initial condition e(0) = 0.
III. CLPT ERROR AND TRAVEL TIME ESTIMATION
In this section, we will analytically derive the optimal path and the steering angles for simple flow fields in order to investigate CLPT error and travel time under different flow conditions. Let the starting and destination points of a glider be
For the simplicity of theoretical analysis, let us assume that 1 = 1 , 2 < 2 . The next two sub-sections will consider how cross-track flow and along-track flow affect CLPT error and travel time.
A. Effect of Cross-track Flow on Glider Motion
First we will analyze how cross-track flow affects path planning and path tracking results. Assuming that the nontidal flow component is temporally and spatially invariant, and is 0 in the N-S direction, then the non-tidal component can be described asF(x, ) = [ , 0] , ∈ ℝ. For the simplicity of this theoretical analysis, let us assume that > 0. Also, assume the tidal flow F t (x, ) is a simple sinusoid signal in the W-E direction, F t (x, ) = [ cos( 0 ), 0] ∈ ℝ 2 . For this work, path planning is performed withF(x, ). According to the solution of Zermelo's problem [23] , the optimal path under flowF(x, ) is a straight line pointing from starting point to the destination point.
From the planned path, the along-track direction is T = [0, 1], and the cross-track direction is N = [1, 0] . The crosstrack flow is F(x, ) N = + cos( 0 ), and the along-track flow is F(x, ) T = 0.
Next, let us consider the two cases of performing flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow and averaged flow, and then compute their CLPT error and travel time. Note that since the planned path is assumed to be feasible, < must hold. Therefore, the first sub-case of both case 1 and case 2 in the following section will not occur, under the temporal and spatial invariability assumption of the non-tidal flow field. These two sub-cases are included in the travel time and CLPT error calculation, in order to complete the discussion of generalized travel time and CLPT error computation, but they will not be included in the analysis of travel time and CLPT error comparison, since the comparison will be focused on this specific flow setting.
1) Case 1. Performing Flow Canceling Strategy with Instantaneous Flow Field
In this case, according to (5), the cross-track glider speed equals the cross-track flow speed if the absolute value of the cross-track flow speed is less than the glider's forward speed , and the cross-track glider speed equals to if the crosstrack flow speed exceeds its forward speed:
Since the planned path is assumed to be feasible, then the cross-track speed of the simulated glider cancels all of the cross-track flow speed F pp (z, ) N. Therefore F pp (z, ) N = u(z, ) N, and the CLPT error dynamics iṡ
with the initial condition e(0) = 0. With the known flow field, the CLPT error growth can be represented aṡ
Glider travel time can be computed using the along-track glider speed, that is, the sum of the along-track flow speed and the glider's forward speed. Thus the along-track glider speed is V(x, ) T = u(x, ) T + F(x, ) T. Using the flow canceling strategy in (5), and the cross-track glider speed equation in (9), V(x, ) T can be described as
CLPT error and the glider's net along-track speed can be computed for the following three sub-cases. a) High speed flow field. If the flow speed always exceeds glider speed, then the minimum flow speed must be larger than glider speed, that is, − > . In this case, from (11), the CLPT error grows withė( ) N = ( − ) + cos( 0 ) for all . Integrating the error dynamics over time, the CLPT error growth is
Since all of its speed is spent on canceling the cross-track flow, the glider's along-track net speed is V(x, ) T = 0. Thus in this sub-case, glider will not move towards the destination.
b) Low
and from (12) , the net along-track glider speed is
In this case, glider moves towards the destination with net speed that oscillates with frequency 0 . c) Flow speed similar to glider speed. Glider speed is larger than minimum flow speed, and is less than maximum flow speed, then ( − ) ≤ ≤ ( + ). From (11), CLPT error growth over the first tidal period [0,
The CLPT error over the first tidal period ∈ [0, 
(17) Similarly, over the first tidal period, net along-track speed can be represented as This claim can be proved with the periodicity of tidal flow. Details of the proof are omitted to conserve space. With the above claim, the CLPT error growth and along-track net glider speed in , for all ∈ ℤ + are the same as the CLPT error growth and along-track net glider speed in 1 .
Claim 1. For every tidal period [
2 ( −1) 0 , 2 0 ], ∀ ∈ ℤ + ,
we have (i) the CLPT error growth in each of the tidal period is the same as the CLPT error growth in the first tidal period, that is, = 1 ; (ii) the along-track net glider speed is periodic in time, and its period is

2) Case 2. Perform flow canceling strategy with averaged flow field
Let us look at the second case, where flow canceling is performed with averaged flow fieldF = [ , 0]. Following (5),
The CLPT error dynamics predicts error growth as:
with initial condition e(0) = 0. Similarly, denote the net along-track speed as V(x, ) T. The net glider along track speed equals along-track glider through water speed plus along track flow speed. From the cross-track glider speed described in (19) , the along-track glider speed is known, and following that, the net along-track glider speed can be described as
Therefore, consider the following two cases: a) High speed flow field. When the averaged flow speed always exceeds glider speed, that is, > , then following (20) , CLPT error grows withė( ) N = + cos( 0 ) − . Therefore,
Since all of glider speed is spent on cross-track direction, its net along-track speed is V(x, ) T = 0. b) Low speed flow field. Here, the averaged flow speed is less than glider speed, or < . From (20) , the CLPT error is
In this case, from (21), glider's along-track net speed can be represented as
Then the CLPT error and the glider's along-track net speed in various flow conditions are known, when using flow canceling algorithm with either instantaneous flow or averaged flow.
3) CLPT Error and Travel Time Comparison
This part of the section will compare the CLPT error and the glider's along-track net speed of using flow canceling algorithm with instantaneous flow and averaged flow fields. a) Low speed flow field. In this case, flow speed is always less than glider speed, + ≤ . From (14) and (23), performing flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow will result in no CLPT error, while using averaged flow will result in a sinusoidal CLPT error. The CLPT error reaches its maximum max{e( ) N} = 0 in every tidal period, and goes back to zero at the end of each tidal period.
Denote the glider's along-track net speed when using flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow and averaged flow as V 1 (x, ) T and V 2 (x, ) T . V 1 (x, ) T and V 2 (x, ) T are given in (15) and (24), respectively. The two along-track speed can be compared by integrating the difference between the two along-track speed in one tidal period, and then determining if the difference is larger or less than zero. If it's larger than zero, then the forward speed of using flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow is larger, thus it takes shorter travel time, and vice versa. Denote as follows:
where and are normalized to (0, 1), described as = ∈ (0, 1), = ∈ (0, 1), + < 1. Also, denote as = 0 . From the above equation, sign of will depend on the sign of the expression
; the value of and 0 will not affect the sign of .
Numerical simulation is used to show how the value of is affected by different choices of and . In the simulation, is set to be 10. and have samples from the interval (0, 1] with resolution 0.02, which means that the non-tidal flow and the amplitude of tidal flow are taking values between zero and glider speed , + ≤ . The lower left triangle in Figure 1 shows the value of with respect to different and . From the simulation, it is clear that < 0, for all , ∈ (0, 1), + ≤ 1. Thus using flow canceling controller with the averaged flow field will result in larger along-track net speed, compared with using flow canceling controller with instantaneous flow field, in the first tidal period. Following Claim 1, when performing flow canceling with averaged flow, glider will have larger along-track net speed compared with performing flow canceling with instantaneous flow. From Figure 1 , the value of is significantly less than zero when is relatively large, and close to zero. This represents the case in which the non-tidal flow speed = is the dominant component of the flow field, and the tidal flow maximum speed = is close to zero. Therefore, from the simulation result, using flow canceling strategy with the averaged flow will significantly shorten travel time when the non-tidal flow is the dominant component of the field; using flow canceling strategy with either the instantaneous flow or the averaged flow will not have a big difference in travel time, The upper triangle area describes the value of when + ≤ 1, that is, the maximum flow speed is less than the glider speed. The lower triangle depicts the the value of when ≤ 1 < + , that is when the glider speed is larger than the averaged flow speed, and is less than the maximum flow speed.
if the non-tidal flow is relatively small compared to the glider's forward speed.
b) Flow speed similar to glider speed. In this situation, glider speed is larger than averaged flow speed, but less than maximum flow speed, then ≤ < + . For this case, the comparison of CLPT error will be between the CLPT error of using either the instantaneous flow for flow canceling algorithm, described in (17), or the averaged flow for flow canceling algorithm, described in (23) . Let us first look into the CLPT error in (17) Proof. From (17), CLPT error growth over one tidal period is described as:
(26) Denote the difference between the glider's forward speed and the averaged flow speed as = − , where ∈ [0, ). Taking partial derivative of CLPT error in one tidal period with respect to ,
Since −arccos( ) < 0, ∀ ∈ (0, ), and −arccos( ) = 0 if and only if = . Therefore decreases if − increases, and achieves its minimum when − = . Since = 0 when − = . Then > 0, ∀ ≤ < + .
Following Claim 1, the CLPT error will accumulate in each tidal period. Therefore, the CLPT error of using instantaneous flow for flow canceling strategy is monotonically increasing. Since the CLPT error growth in every period is constant, the CLPT error will approach infinity when time goes to infinity. From (23) , the CLPT error using averaged flow for the flow canceling strategy is a sinusoidal signal, with maximum of max{e( ) N} = 0 , and minimum of zero each tidal period. Therefore, in this sub-case, using flow canceling strategy with the averaged flow will significantly reduce CLPT error, compared with using flow canceling strategy with the instantaneous flow.
The travel time comparison under this sub-case will be similar to the discussion on travel time in the case of low speed flow field, define = ∈ (0, 1), = ∈ ℝ + , same as the discussion in travel time comparison of sub-case a). Define to be the integration of the difference between glider's net forward speed when using flow canceling algorithm with either the instantaneous or the averaged flow,
where
the value of is calculated using numerical simulation. In the simulation, is set as 10, , are taking samples from (0, 1) with resolution 0.02. In Figure 1 , the upper right triangle shows how the value of changes with respect to and , given + > 1. From the figure, > 0 when is large, and it grows significantly when is close to one. is much less than zero when is at its maximum. Therefore, glider's net forward speed using flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow will be larger than using flow canceling strategy with averaged flow, when tidal flow is the dominant flow component. While when the averaged flow component is relatively strong, the glider's net forward speed will be larger if flow canceling strategy is used with averaged flow. Therefore, using flow canceling strategy with the instantaneous flow will achieve shorter travel time when the tidal component is large, while using flow canceling strategy with the averaged flow will shorten the travel time if the averaged flow is strong.
B. Effect of Along-track Flow on Glider Motion
For this case, we are analyzing how along-track flow affects path planning and path tracking results. Assuming that the averaged flow component is temporally and spatially invariant, with zero mean in W-E direction, then the averaged flow component can be described asF(x, ) = [0, ] , ∈ ℝ. Assume the tidal flow is F t = [0, cos( 0 )].
Let us derive the time-optimal path. Plan the optimal path withF(x, ), then according to the solution of Zermelo's problem, the optimal path is a straight line starting from starting point and pointing to destination point. Now let us consider the cases, and then compute their CLPT error and travel time. For both cases, since there is no crosstrack flow that need glider speed to cancel, u N = 0, and the along-track glider speed is u T = . Cross-track CLPT error is zero for both of the two control schemes. Since the series of steering angles is the same for both of the two control schemes, and also the flow field F(x, ) is the same, then travel time is also the same for the two schemes. Therefore, the choice of flow fields, time-averaged or instantaneous, will not affect the CLPT error and travel time, when flow direction is along planned path.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The goal for the simulation is to demonstrate the path tracking performance of using both instantaneous and averaged flow field for flow canceling strategy for a glider deployment at the edge of Gulf Stream area near Cape Hatteras, NC. Input for path planning and following is given by a 1-km horizontal resolution version of the Navy Coastal Ocean Model (NCOM) [24] made available by J. Book and J. Osborne (Naval Research Laboratory, Stennis Space Center). We show near the Gulf Stream, where non-tidal spatial variability is the dominant factor in the flow field, using the averaged flow field to perform path tracking will result in better performance over using the instantaneous flow field to perform path tracking.
An averaging window of 25 hours (approximately twice the 2 period, 12.42 hours) is chosen to derive tidal component and non-tidal component of the predicted flow field. The starting time of the simulation is May 15, 2017 at 00:00 UTC. The simulated glider is directed offshore towards the east in the simulation; its starting and destination positions are shown as red triangle and red pentagon in Figure 2 . The red line is the planned path.
The two trajectories are generated by performing path planning with the level set method, and then path tracking with the flow canceling controller on instantaneous flow field and averaged flow field, respectively. The colorbar on the right shows the number of hours the glider takes to reach the destination. The simulated experiments show that by using averaged flow field for flow canceling strategy, glider reaches the destination about 10 hours earlier than using the instantaneous flow field for flow canceling strategy, However, the CLPT error of using averaged flow field for flow canceling strategy is significantly larger than using instantaneous flow for flow canceling control. Figure 3 shows both the time-averaged and the instantaneous flow speed along glider trajectory. The flow data points are depth-averaged flow data interpolated to glider trajectory. Glider speed, which is 0.3 m/s, is also shown in the figure. From the plot, glider speed exceeds flow speed most of the time during the travel. Therefore, this simulated experiment falls into the case where glider speed exceeds both cross-track flow speed. According to the analysis on how cross-track flow affects glider motion, using flow canceling algorithm with the time-averaged flow will shorten the travel time, but at the same time will increase the CLPT error. The simulation results clearly support this conclusion.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a combined path planning and path tracking method for navigation of underwater gliders, to make glider reach the destination position in shortest time, and with least path tracking error. We showed analytical results for CLPT error and travel time in different flow conditions, using flow canceling strategy with both instantaneous flow and time-averaged flow. Then we use simulations to show that in real flow field, when cross-track flow speed is less than glider speed, using averaged flow field to perform flow canceling strategy will reduce glider's travel time to reach the destination, compared with performing flow canceling strategy with instantaneous flow. But it may result in larger CLPT error. Simulation supports the mathematical analysis results.
